
Heavy Duty Punches

Onyx HD7700 Ultima Heavy Duty Punch
With more punching power and convenience features, the Onyx HD7700 is the

“ultimate” solution when productivity matters. 14” open-ended
punch  features all-steel construction and a heavy-duty gear

box for years of trouble-free operation.
Power: Punch up to 40/55 sheets (multi-hole/3 hole).

Quick Change Die System: With deluxe locking handles,
change punch dies in just seconds. 

Simple Jam Clearing: Features Auto-reverse electronics,
plus an EZ grip manual reverse for back-up. 

Accu-Set Paper Stop: Ensures accurate centering of punched holes.
LED Diagnostic Display: Indicates key machine conditions.

Operating Choice:  Foot pedal or palm switch included;
automatic Versa Switch also available.

Extra Large U-View Chip Tray: Holds up to 50% more waste.
On-demand Punching: Saves energy while reducing noise levels.

HD7100 Heavy Duty Punch
Versatile and powerful 14” punch, with quick changing of dies for 
different binding styles.  All steel construction; heavy-duty gear box.

Power: Punch up to 30/40 sheets.

Quick Change Die System: Change punch dies in just seconds – 
no bolts or tools.

Jam Clearing:  Auto-reverse electronics, plus manual reverse for 
back-up to minimize down-time.

Operating Choice: Foot pedal included; palm switch and 
Versa Switch available.

U-View Chip Tray: Aids in knowing when to empty.

On-demand Punching: Saves energy while reducing noise levels.

HD6500 Heavy Duty Punch
More economical option - suitable for users who change dies 

less often, but still desire a productive and quality-built punch.

Power: Punch up to 30/40 sheets.

Jam Clearing: Auto-reverse electronics and manual
reverse for back-up.

Die changes: Two bolt system, using tool provided – change 
dies in under three minutes.

Operating Choice: Foot pedal included; palm switch and
 automatic Versa Switch available.

On-demand Punching: Saves energy while 
reducing noise levels.

Onyx HD7700
ULTIMA PUNCH
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HD6500
HEAVY DUTY PUNCH

•  One standard punch die included with machine
•  Dies available for Coil, Wire, and Comb, plus many other hole patterns


